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Canada's Ecological Regions ca 1500 CE 

This map of northern North America will be quite unfamiliar to most Canadians in the 21st Century. 
If we can imagine an international map guiding First Nations peoples some 500 years ago, perhaps 
this would have been it. What has happened in the intervening half millennium to make this 
division of territory unrecognizable to so many people? 

  To start this Maptour, navigate to the chapter page for: Ecological Regions, ca 1500 CE 
Browse > National Perspectives - Prehistory > Ecological Regions, ca 1500 CE  
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Canada in a North American Context

Try This: 

Open the interactive map “Ecological Regions, ca 1500 CE.”  

Notice ... 

Canada’s ecological zones describe a great sweeping arc southeastward from Alaska, around 
Hudson Bay, and out to Newfoundland.  

Try This: 

Open the interactive map “ EDIT Name of interactive map ”  
Under LAYER CONTROLS, turn on the checkbox for "Modern Geography."  

Notice ... 

Modern political jurisdictions bear little or no relationship to ecological zones of five 
centuries ago.  

Consider! 

Space, rather than the characteristics of that space, has motivated the political subdivision 
of the continent in recent centuries.  
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Landforms, Flora, and Fauna

Try This: 

Under LAYER CONTROLS, turn off the checkbox for “Modern Geography.”  
On the ZOOM/PAN toolbar, click on the Zoom in button and use it on the map to zoom in 
near the number 1213 (north of Hudson Bay).  
Click on the "Related Materials" drop-down menu and select Tables - “Circumpolar 
Domain.”  
In the “Descriptions of Ecological Regions” box, scroll down to entries numbered 1212 and 
1213.  

Notice ... 

Canada’s ecological landscape is a nesting of smaller, more specialized zones set within 
larger, more general ones. Zone 1212 lies within 1210, which in turn lies within 1200, itself 
within 1000.  
Ecologists have developed a language of headings to describe this hierarchy: domain, 
division, province, section. (These are defined at the bottom of the box.)  
“Ecological” provinces are not to be confused with “political” provinces.  
Cultural (that is, human) elements are part of our understanding of “ecology.”  

Consider! 

Zone 1213, commonly known as “the barren lands” by early explorers, is aptly named. At 
another time, check the chapter "Exploration to Mid-19th Century."  
The ecological diversity of Canada is immense, but well documented.  
This map carries information as of five centuries ago, and one should not assume that the 
ecology of the 21st century is exactly the same.  
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Seasonal Temperature Patterns

Try This: 

Click on the "Related Materials" drop-down menu and select the Graph - “Seasonal 
Temperature Ranges.”  

Notice ... 

Five centuries ago, winter monthly mean temperatures were far more variable than summer 
monthly mean temperatures.  
The Pacific Forest was the only ecological province that, some winters, experienced a 
January average temperature above freezing.  

Consider! 

The Canadian territory offered strong climatic challenges to living in a pre-industrial age.  
The significance of temperature has diminished in Canadians’ mind for several centuries, 
but is once again becoming important in the 21st century as Canadians ponder “climate 
change.”  
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Looking at Saskatchewan

Try This: 

Close the pop-up box for "Seasonal Temperature Ranges."  
Keep open the interactive map “Ecological Regions, ca 1500 CE.”  
Under LAYER CONTROLS, turn on the checkbox for "Modern Geography." 
Click on the "Zoom to" drop-down menu and select "Saskatchewan.”  

Notice ... 

The major urban places in Saskatchewan lie south of the Boreal regions.  
The grassland portion of Saskatchewan covered only about one-quarter of the area that 
later became known as a “prairie” province.  

Consider! 

Popular perception of Canada 's Prairie Provinces does not agree well with the reality of the 
ecological zones in which they were established.  
At another time, check the "Prairie Parkland" belt, a rich resource and settlement region 
frequently showing up in other chapters in this atlas, including "Exploration to Mid-19th 
Century."  
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Looking at British Columbia

Try This: 

Click on the "Zoom to" drop-down menu and select “British Columbia.”  

Notice ... 

The Alaska Panhandle boundary line with British Columbia follows the transition from the 
Pacific Forest province to the Cordilleran Boreal province.  
The southern half of the British Columbia - Alberta provincial border matches closely the 
boundary between the Cool Temperate and Boreal Divisions.  

Consider! 

Ecological rules may prevail, even in the face of simple geometry, for establishing political 
boundary lines in remote areas.  
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Looking at Where You Live

Try This: 

Keep open the map "Ecological Regions ca 1500 CE."  
On the ZOOM/PAN toolbar, click on "FULL" to zoom out to all of Canada.  
Under LAYER CONTROLS, turn on the checkboxes for "Modern Geography" and "Section 
Labels;" turn off "Division Labels."  
Use the Zoom in tool to zoom in as closely as possible to the city, town or rural area where 
you live.  
On the DATA SELECT toolbar, click on the Identify tool and then click on the map at the 
place where you live.  

Notice ... 

A box opens, giving you the ecological description of the region where you live: Domain, 
Division, (Ecological) Province, Section.  

Try This: 

Close the pop-up box.  
On the DATA SELECT toolbar, click on the Table tool and then use the cursor on the map 
to drag a rectangle over several ecological regions.  

Notice ... 

A table box opens, naming all the ecological subdivisions in your selected sample.  
The boundaries of the selected ecological subdivisions are individually highlighted on the 
map. (You may have to drag the table box aside to see your chosen area.)  

Consider! 

Chances are high that you would have a greater struggle to live off your local land today 
than First Nations peoples would have had five centuries ago.  

   These are just a few of the questions that these maps and data can address  
If you have ideas for other questions, please use our Feedback page to send them in,  
and they may be posted on the website in the future. 
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